HipChat Archive Slack Workspace

HipChat data was imported to Slack as a workspace on February 26th 2019. This restored direct messages for immediate availability. All HipChat rooms were imported to Slack as private channels. Access is granted on an as-needed basis.

Step-by-step guide

1. Send a request to somit@yale.edu requesting access to the HipChat archive. It isn't necessary to specify the room name, but allows IT to verify access.
2. Your request will be sent to Yale SOM's Slack administrator who will activate your account in the HipChat archive workspace.
3. You will only have access to the channels you maintained membership in while HipChat was active.
   a. Alternatively, we can share the private channel to your departmental workspace and you can then manage permission to it.
   i. In this scenario we will prefix the channel with "archive_"
4. To access imported direct messages, simply open a direct message with the individual in Slack and scroll up or search the chat.
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